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MULTICRITERIA DECISION-MAKING SYSTEM FOR BUILDING REFURBISHMENT 

E. Zavadskas, A. Kaklauskas, Z. Turskis 

1. Introduction 

This paper has been written with one concrete 
purpose in mind - to show how refurbishment process 
of buildings can be improved by using the alternative 
designing and multicriteria analysis methods sug
gested by the authors. These suggestions are pre
sented in the analysis of the proposed Multicriteria 
decision-making (MOM) system for building refur
bishment. 

The assessment and selection of the best refur
bishment version by means of traditional methods is 
performed on the base of one criterion or on a sys
tem of criteria, but without combining them up into 
one reduced index expressed in numerical form. 
Various limitations can also be applied in both cases. 

In the first case, basing oneself on the criterion 
being analysed (mostly the cost), this index enables 
exact assessment of alternatives under comparison. 
However, in most cases the versions under investiga
tion give a different degree of satisfaction to the in
terested parties. Besides, experts of the same branch, 
analysing the same alternatives, often assign them 
different utility degrees. So, apparently, a single cri
terion, even with diverse limitations in force, cannot 
give a full expression of goals pursued by various in
terested parties, possessed resources and environ
ment. This creates additional difficulties on the way 
of making a right decision. 

In the second case, when traditional methods are 
employed for alternative designing and selection of 
the most efficient refurbishment versions on the base 
of criteria systems characterizing them, large amount 
of information is used. Since in this case the indexes 
under investigation are not reduced in numerical 
form into one final criterion, the processing of a large 
amount of information makes it difficult to select the 
most efficient version. 

These disadvantages can be avoided by using the 
methods of computer-aided alternative designing and 
multicriteria analysis. 

This paper, further on, will bring some sugges
tions of how traditional methods of designing of the 

efficient refurbishment versions can be improved by 
using computer-aided methods of alternative design
ing and multicriteria analysis. In order not to repeat 
the materials of earlier publications, the analysis of 
the MOM System for Building Refurbishment con
tains references to books published earlier. 

2. Definition of complex deterioration of a building 

Refurbishment - construction activities with the 
purpose of essential rearrangement of existing 
building in order to eliminate its physical, economic, 
legal, architectural/aesthetic, functional, comfort, 
social and other kinds of deterioration, including 
maintenance imperfections and defects of engineer
ing services. 

Deterioration and obsolescence level of a build
ing in dependence of various factors changes with the 
elapse of time (Fig 1): 

1. Deterioration of a building: canopies, balconies, 
cornices and ledges, joints. 

2. Inadequacy of building's thermal insulation as 
compared with demanded thermal requirements 
need for services (heating boilers and radiators, 
their controls), ventilation and water supply sys
tem. 

4. Legal deterioration (measures intended for ef
ficient maintenance of buildings: normative and 
technical base, organization and management 
structures, tenders for housing maintenance, 
etc). 

5. Architectural and aesthetic obsolescence (from 
the point of view of fashion and image). 

6. Functional obsolescence (arrangement of inter
nal spaces). 

7. Comfort-related deterioration (sound insulation, 
dampness conditions, draughts, temperature, 
lighting). 

8. Maintenance-related deterioration (reduction of 
maintenance costs). 

9. Social deterioration (compensations). 
10. Obsolescence from the point of view of occu

pied location and surrounding buildings. 
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Fig 1. Progress of deterioration and obsolescence of a building and its service life 

Legend: 
d - deterioration and obsolescence level of a building 
max- maximum deterioration and obsolescence level causing the necessity of refurbishment 
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Fig 2. Value formation of a building 

Legend: 
min - minimum value level of a building 

Time 

3. Selection for a rational building refurbishment 
version 

3.1. Survey of present state (degree of deterioration) 

of a building 

The need for refurbishment of buildings can be 
looked upon as a difference between present and 
expected condition of a building. 

Present state (degree of deterioration) of a 
building can be determined by carrying out the fol
lowing stages of survey: 
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- Pre-inspection stage (analysis of tenants' com

plaints about legal, architectural/aesthetic, func

tional, comfort, maintenance, social, obsoles

cence of the building and deterioration of its 

engineering services, etc). 

Survey of technical state of building elements 

(walls, windows, roof, floors). 

- Survey of energy supply. At this stage, possibili

ties of effective use of electricity, gas, oil and 

solid fuel are investigated. 

- Survey of technical state of engineering services 

(space heating, boiler, radiators, control meth

ods), hot water, air filtration, humidification, 

lighting, building maintenance system, etc). 

A list of main refurbishment reasons is made up 

and a sequence of actions and measures for the im

provement of building's properties is set out during 

the survey. 

3..2. Assessment of survey results 

Having performed the survey of building's state 

of deterioration, an analysis is undertaken to find out 
whether elements and engineering services of the 

building are efficiently operated, or not. If not, it is 

necessary to estimate economic and energy effect 

that could be gained after the implementation of ap

propriate changes. Also, an analysis is performed of 

1 

possibilities to use more effective fuel (running and 

capital costs) and to improve qualitative characteris
tics of the building. 

3.3. Selection of a rational building refurbishment 
version 

The refurbishment of buildings can be carried 

out by alternative materials, design solutions, equip

ment of engineering services and the like. The effi

ciency of a building under refurbishment changes in 

dependence of applied versions of these solutions. 

Alternative character of solutions allows for more 

rational and realistic assessment of economic, cli

matic, legal, social conditions and traditions; to cut 

down project costs; to achieve better satisfaction of 
architectural, comfort, functional, maintenance and 

other requirements of the client. 

The selection of a rational refurbishment version 

for a building can be accomplished in the following 

ways. There can be minimum refurbishment - elimi

nation of physical deterioration of a building 
(canopies, balconies, cornices and ledges, joints), 
maximum refurbishment (when all kinds of deterio

ration are eliminated) or one of intermediate ver

sions between them (Fig 3). The selection of a refur

bishment version principally depends on needs and 

existing financial capabilities of tenants. Now, in the 

v 
k m 

Fig 3. Analysis of possible refurbishment versions 
Legend 
v - building refurbishment versions 
k- realization level of complex (total) refurbishment aims 
1. Minimum deterioration caused refurbishment (canopies, balconies, cornices and ledges, joints) of a building 

i. Partial thermal renovation of a building 

j. Implementation of heating system's control and accountability 

k. Legal provision (normative basis, organization and management structures, tenders for housing maintenance, 
etc.) 

I. Complex thermal renovation of a building 

m. Complex refurbishment of a building (elimination of all physical, economical, legal, architecturaVaesthetic, func
tional, comfort, maintenance, social and other defects, including defects of engineering services) 
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present economic situation, the most realistic ap
proach would be to carry out physical refurbishment 
in the first place and later on - thermal refurbishment 
with simultaneous introduction of heating system 
control and accounting. In course of these refurbish
ments, it is also necessary to strive for the improve
ment of architectural, aesthetic, comfort and other 
factors. 

The rationality of refurbishment depends on 
specific needs and financial capability of tenants. For 
instance, a man suffering from asthma or allergic to 
fine dust will not wish to have such refurbishment 
version which would adversely affect his ailments. A 
poor man will principally seek for cheap version of 
physical and thermal refurbishment with simultane
ous implementation of heating system control and 
accounting. A better-off tenant will go in for better 
architecturaVaesthetic image, improved comfort, 
zoning of spaces and so on. So many people - so 
many goals and, consequently, so many possibly best 
refurbishment versions. In one aspect it may seem to 
be a "tendentious" choice, a "rule of thumb" decision. 
Although such assessment will be rather subjective, 
its result will give maximum satisfaction of tenants' 
goals and existing possibilities. 

4. General scheme 

In order to plan an efficient refurbishment of a 
building, it is necessary to carry out an exhaustive 
analysis of all its constituent parts. This problem is 
thoroughly looked into by numerous disciplines, for 
instance, architecture, building constructions, heating 
and ventilation, construction technology, economics 

and others. And MOM system for building refur
bishment, striving for maximum efficiency increase of 
refurbishment projects, makes it possible to combine 
the tasks handled by all these disciplines into one 
whole. This system enables efficient performance of 
alternative planning, multicriteria assessment, utility 
degree determination and selection of most efficient 
versions of refurbishment projects and their constitu
ent parts. 

Project analysis is performed from goal-setting 
stage to the end of building maintenance. The main 
factors influencing the efficiency of a refurbishment 
project are given in Fig 4. First of all, the interested 
parties, aiming at an accurate assessment of these 
factors, work out a criteria system (refurbishment 
price, duration of realization, aesthetics and comfort
ability criteria, maintenance expenditures, satisfac
tion level of customers' demands, etc) describing 
them and determine values and significances of cri
teria. Depending on specific features of task being 
solved, a specified criteria system is used. Project ef
ficiency can be described on the base on values and 
significances of criteria which, in their turn, depend 
on many factors. For instance, when analysing the 
same projects, their efficiency level by various cus
tomers can be assessed differently. This depends on 
numerous subjective and objective conditions: pur
sued goals, possessed money assets, acquired experi
ence, valid laws, kind of property (state or private), 
etc. The more alternative versions are investigated 
before making final decision, the greater the possibil
ity to achieve a more rational end result. 

Supply and demand Needs and financial ca
pabilities of tenants 

Obsolescence level 
of a building 

Deterioration level of a 
building 

Selection ofa rational 
refurbishment version 

Traditions Legal environment 

Fig 4. Effect of external environment on the selection of a rational refurbishment version 
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Further on, basing themselves on possessed in
formation and the MOM system for building refur
bishment, they perform multicriteria analysis of re
furbishment projects components (walls, windows, 
roof, floors, engineering services, etc) and select the 
most efficient versions. After this, the received com
patible and rational components of a refurbishment 

are joined up into projects. Having performed mul

ticriteria analysis of projects made up in such a way, 
they select the most efficient ones. Strong and weak 

sides of the investigated projects are also given an 
analysis. Facts of why and by what degree one version 
is better than the other are also established. All this is 
based on indexes of projects under investigation, on 
values and significances of those criteria. 

5. Multicriteria decision-making system for building 
refurbishment 

The MOM system for building refurbishment is 
composed of two main parts: knowledge base and 
decision-making subsystem enabling to perform al
ternative designing and multicriteria analysis of re
furbishment projects or their constituent parts. 

5.1. The development of knowledge base 

Having at first analysed various possible struc
tures of knowledge base and modes of interaction 
between knowledge - bases separate parts, we have 
selected the most rational one consisting of the fol
lowing integrated parts: 

1) knowledge sheets for alternatives assessment, ie 
sheets containing information on systems of cri
teria describing projects (their constituent parts) 
as well as values and initial significances of these 

criteria. 
2) knowledge sheets for alternative designing, ie 

sheets containing information on possible 
changing combinations of processes and solu

tions. 
3) knowledge sheets containing graphical informa

tion characterizing the versions (plans, sections, 
front views of buildings and so forth); 

4) recommendations on the filling-in of knowledge 

sheets. 
Wider description of the above knowledge sheets 

is given in references 2 and 3. 
The knowledge base contains quantitative, quali

tative, graphical and other information fully charac
terizing the investigated alternatives and links be-

tween them. Quantitative information (project cost, 
cost of various solutions - walls, heating systems -
maintenance costs, height and floor space of prem
ises) can be exactly and objectively calculated or de
termined. Qualitative information (assessment of 
external aesthetic view, general cornfortability and 
functional convenience of a building, etc) is in most 

cases determined by means of expert methods and is 
rather subjective. 

In MOM system for building refurbishment, cri
teria systems, values and significances of criteria and 
other information characterizing the alternatives are 
determined prior to the beginning of calculations, ie 
a knowledge base is formed with a possibility of its 
further amendment. Quantitative parameters charac
terizing the versions are determined on the base of 
projects under investigation, analogues, recommen
dations, bills of quantities, normatives and other 
documents. Qualitative parameters, in most cases 
describing subjective and in numerical form not al
ways with any accuracy measurable values, are de
termined by expert methods. Interconnections of in
vestigated alternatives and their constituent parts are 
determined in the same way. On the base of this and 
other information, alternative versions are formed 
and the most efficient ones selected. Since the users 
often pursue different goals and possess different 
resources and capabilities, they can, in course of work 
or prior to it, amend or supplement the alternatives 
under investigation, the systems of criteria character
izing them, values and initial significances of criteria 
and other information. It can be asserted, therefore, 
that the efficiency of a MOM system for building re
furbishment in large part depends on knowledge 
base and qualification of the system user. 

5.2. Decision-making subsystem 

The decision-making subsystem based on initial 
data supplied by the user and knowledge base (system 
of criteria, values of criteria, initial significances etc) 
forms decision-making and alternative designing ma
trixes and on their base performs alternative design
ing, multicriteria assessment, determination of utility 
degree and selection of the most efficient versions. In 
course of the alternative assessment process, the de

cision-making subsystem reduces all the analysed cri
teria into one. This enables exact assessment of ver

sions, their positive and negative properties. 

During calculation, the information directly con

nected with the problem under investigation is accu-
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mutated in PC memory alongside with initial data. 
Thus, all the information fully describing the investi
gated alternatives is formed in the memory of a PC. 
Having analysed all this information and its mutual 
links and performed a number of operations, the de
cision-making subsystem of the MOM system for 
building refurbishment selects the most efficient ver
sion and gives out recommendations on its further 
improvement. 

In our specific case, the decision-making subsys

tem is equipped with programmed formulas for the 
following methods: 

alternative projects and its constituent parts de
signing; 
significance determination of criteria; 
multicriteria analysis and utility degree determi
nation of projects and its constituent parts; 
giving out of recommendations. 
All the above methods suggested by the authors 

and programmed in the decision-making subsystem 
are described in different publications [1,2,3). 

In order to check the correctness of the sug
gested MOM system for building refurbishment, the 
whole of its solution process has been more than once 
gone through manually. The results of manual and 
computer calculations matched. Besides, all separate 

working stages of the MOM system for building re
furbishment as well as all complex calculations have 
been co-ordinated with experts in this field - ie the 
essence of the calculations has been found to be in 
conformity with their logical reasoning. Owing to 
suggestions of these experts, some useful changes 
have been introduced into the MOM system for 

building refurbishment. The check-up by the experts 
is bound with the fact that universal decision-making 

methods are not always suitable for specific tasks and 
can lead to gross errors or to bad results altogether. 

MOM system for building refurbishment allows 
to determine weak and strong sides of each project 
and its constituent parts. Calculations are made to 
find out by what degree one version is better than 
others and reasons are disclosed why it is namely so. 
Landmarks are set for efficiency increase of project 
versions. All this is done argumentatively, based on 
indexes under investigation, on their values and sig
nificances. 

Wider description of Multicriteria decision
making system is given in publications 2 and 3. 

6. Conclusion 

With the aid of MOM system for building re
furbishment a considerable number of refurbishment 
problems can be solved: 

- optimization of goals pursued by customers; 
- formation of versions of refurbishment of build-

ings and their constituent parts; 
- determination of factors having influence on the 

efficiency of refurbishment of buildings and its 
constituent parts and working out criteria system 
describing them; 

- performance of project lifetime process optimiza
tion taking into account economic, maintenance, 
aesthetic, comfortability and other factors; 

- preparation of recommendations on project de
velopment; 

- the customers acquire better understanding of 
connections existing in refurbishment of a 
building between its constituent parts and mak
ing influence on its efficiency; 

- MOM system for building refurbishment allows to 
determine weak and strong sides of each project 
and its constituent parts. 
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PASTATl) ATNAUJINIMO DAUGIAKRITERINE 
SPRENDIMl) PRIEMIMO SISTEMA 

E. Zavadskas, A. Kaklauskas, z. Turskis 

Santrauka 

Siame straipsnyje pastatl! atnaujinimas suprantamas 
kaip statybine veikla, kurios tikslas pertvarkyti esam'l 
statinj, siekiant pasalinti jo fizinj, ekonominj, inzinerines 
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irangas, teisini, architektiirini-estetini, funkcini, kamfartini, 
eksplaatacini, sacialini ir kitaki nusidevejimq. I pastatq 
atnaujinima pareiki galima ziiireti kaip i skirtumq tarp 
esamas pastata padeties ir norimas. 

Pastatq atnaujinimq galima atlikti naudajant alter
natyvias medziagas, kanstrukcijas, inzinerin¥ irangq, tech
nalagijas ir pan. Pagal naudajamq sprendimq variantus 
keiciasi atnaujinama pastata efektyvumas. Sprendimq vari
antiSkumas leidzia racianaliau ir realiau ivertinti ekanami
nes, klimata, teisines, sacialines sqlygas, tradicijas; atpiginti 
prajektq; geriau tenkinti architektiirinius, kamfortinius, 
funkcinius, eksploatacinius ir kitus uzsakovo poreikius. 
Atnaujinimas gali biiti minimalus ( dalinio fizinio pasta to 
nusidevejimo ( stogeliai, balkonai, karnizai, siiiles) 
pasalinimas ), maksimalus (kai visi nusidevejimai pasali
nami) arba kuris nors tarpinis variantas ( daline ar kom
pleksine silumine renovacija, sildymo sistemos reguliavimo 
ir apskaitos diegimas, racionalus normatyvq hazes pa
ruosimas ir t.t.). Pastata atnaujinimo varianto parinkimas 
daugiausia priklauso nuo gyventajq poreikiq ir esamq fi
nansiniq galimybiq. 

Siekiant nustatyti efektyvq atnaujinimo variantq> buvo 
sukurta pastatq atnaujinimo daugiakriterine sprendimq 
priemimq sistema, susidedanti is ziniq hazes ir sprendimq 
priemimo posistemio. Ziniq bazeje kaupiama ivairi infor
macija, sudaranti sqlygas sprendimq priemimq posistemiui 
efektyviai atlikti pastatq atnaujinima variantini projekta
vimq bei daugiakriterin'( analiz'(. 

Ziniq baze susideda iS tokiq daliq: pradiniq duamenq 
Ziniq lenteliq; atnaujinimo ivertinimo ziniq lenteliq, t.y. 
lenteliq, kuriose pateikiama infarmacija apie alternatyvius 
atnaujinimo variantus (pastatq elementq, inzinerines iran
gas ir pan.); variantinio projektavimo ziniq lenteliq, t.y. 
lenteliq, kuriase pateikiama informacija apie galimas alter
natyviq atnaujinimo sprendimq tarpusavio deriniq kombi
nacijas; grafines dalies ziniq lenteliq, kuriose pateikiama 
grafine atnaujinimo variantus apibiidinanti informacija; 
ziniq lenteliq uzpildymo rekomendacijq. 

Sprendimq priemimo pasistemyje yra uzprogramuoti 
tokie autariq pasiiilyti metodai: projektq variantinia 

projektavimo; kriterijq reiksmingumo nustatymo; projektq 
sistemotechnines analizes; projektq naudingumo laipsnio ir 
sutartines kainos nustatymo. Skaiciavimo metu kartu su 
pradiniais duomenimis ESM atmintyje iS ziniq hazes 
kaupiama informacija, tiesiogiai susijusi su sprendziama 
problema. Tokiu biidu ESM atmintyje suformuojama visa 
nagrinejamas alternatyvas iSsamiai apibiidinanti informa
cija. Banalizavus visq siq informacijq ir jos tarpusavio rysius 
bei atlikus daugeli veiksmq, sprendimq priemimq posis
temis suformuoja galimus pastatq atnaujinimo variantus. 
Po to sis posistemis, remdamasis uzsakovo pateiktais 
pradiniais duomenimis ( esamos finansines galimybes, nori
mas atnaujinimo lygis ir pan.), isrenka efektyviausiq alter
natyvq. 
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